Land between Tamworth Road and Fivefield Road, Keresley, Coventry
Environmental Statement

4.0 Proposed Development
4.1

Introduction

In accordance with the requirements of Schedule 4 of the EIA Regulations, this chapter
provides the following information:


A description of the reasonable alternatives studied and an indication of the main
reasons for selecting the chosen option, including a comparison of the environmental
effects;



A description of the physical characteristics of the whole development during
construction and occupation;



An overview of the developments included in the cumulative impact assessment.

The anticipated timescales for construction and occupation are set out in Chapter 2 and
further details on the anticipated sequence of development is included in Section 4.4.
As an overview, the proposed development is being applied for in outline and therefore,
does not include detailed development plans as would be submitted for a full planning
application.
Instead the proposed development is based on a set of development parameters and a
Quantum of Development, e.g. land use, maximum number of dwellings etc. These
parameters (described in Section 4.3 and spatially defined in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3)
provide a robust basis for the EIA.

4.2

An Outline of the Main Alternatives

The EIA Regulations require an ES to include:
‘An outline of the main alternatives studied by the Applicant and an indication of the main
reasons for this choice taking into account the environmental effects.’
This section provides an overview of the alternatives considered.
4.2.1

Site Location

CCC considered alternatives to the Keresley SUE site during the preparation and
examination of the Coventry Local Plan (2011-2031). As the site was subsequently
allocated for development by CCC, no alternative locations have been considered as part of
this EIA.
4.2.2

‘Do Nothing’ Scenario

The site is allocated for development under Policy H2 of the adopted Coventry City Council
Core Strategy and is therefore, deemed to be ‘committed development’ in the Local Plan.
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As the site is allocated for development, a ‘do nothing’ scenario has not formed part of the
assessment.
However, the technical assessments in this EIA are based on the existing environmental
baseline (i.e. without development) and the assessment of transport-related effects takes
into account predicted future traffic both with and without the proposed development.
4.2.3

Site Layout

The design of the proposed development has been an iterative process informed by a
consideration of the following:


Policy H2 of the Coventry Local Plan;



Public and stakeholder consultation;



Review of technical and policy constraints and opportunities during the design stage,
including:
o
o
o
o
o



The retention of existing areas of Ancient Woodland and other trees and hedges
where possible;
The existing topography of the land;
Neighbouring uses;
Potential points of access;
Consideration of existing and future residential amenity.

Assessment findings and mitigation requirements based on the results of the EIA.

Given the planning policy and guidance framework, together with the environmental and
technical constraints at the site, the potential for alternative layouts was limited. As the
alternative locations studied for various elements, were not significant in terms of their
environmental effects, further detail is not included here.

4.3

Description of the Proposed Development

As described in Section 4.1, the proposed development is being applied for in outline and is
therefore, based on a set of development parameters and a Quantum of Development.
The Design and Access Statement (DAS) that accompanies the planning application
provides further information regarding the design of the proposed development.
4.3.1

Description of Development

The planning application seeks outline permission with all matters reserved (except for
access) for a residential development. The components of the scheme are set out in Table
4.1.
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Table 4.1 – Scheme Components
Land Use
Use Class and Quantum
Housing
Up to 550 new homes (C3)
Green Infrastructure

Existing retained vegetation (tree belts, hedgerows); habitat
creation; public open space including new play areas; new footpaths
and cycle routes; and swales and surface water attenuation areas.

Means of Access

Formation of three main points of vehicular access from Tamworth
Road and one from Fivefield Road.
One emergency access point from Tamworth Road and one
emergency access point from Fivefield Road.

Highways Infrastructure

4.3.2

Part of the new spine road at the south of the site.

Parameters for the Proposed Development

The nature of an outline planning application is that the precise details of the proposed
development are not known and these are subsequently brought forward in applications for
the approval of reserved matters. In order to define the outline application and provide
sufficient detail to enable a likely or reasonable ‘worst case’ assessment of the
environmental effects, Parameters Plans and a Quantum of Development have been
proposed and applied for.
The Parameter Plans submitted as part of the application are listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 – Parameter Plans
Parameter Plans
Land Use and Green Infrastructure

Access and Infrastructure

4.3.3

Figure and Drawing Number
Figure 4.1
(C3159-PL009)
Figure 4.2
(C3159-PL010)

Residential Development

The proposed development will include up to 550 new residential dwellings.
The dwellings will be predominantly up to 2.5 storeys in height, with occasional dwellings of
up to 3 storeys (13m maximum height to the ridge) in key locations.
4.3.4

Means of Access and PROWs

There will be four new vehicular access points, three from Tamworth Road and one from
Fivefield Road, as well as emergency access and pedestrian/cycle access points.
A zone at the south east of the site has been safeguarded for the delivery of part of a
distributor link road connecting Long Lane and Winding House Lane.
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Access points for public rights of way (PROWs) shall be maintained and there are currently
indicative pedestrian and cycle access locations to the wider Keresley SUE.
Existing PROWs within the site will be retained in their current alignment where possible,
however, there is a need for diversions in places in order to facilitate development (see
Figure 4.2).
4.3.5

Public Open Space and Green Infrastructure

Figure 4.1 shows the existing trees and hedgerows to be retained, as well as new areas of
green infrastructure.
The areas of proposed green infrastructure include public open space, sustainable drainage
systems and a 15m buffer to existing off-site areas of ancient woodland.
Indicative locations for new play areas are shown on Figure 4.1 and these are distributed
throughout the site for ease of access.
Indicative locations for new swales and surface water attenuation basins are shown on
Figure 4.1. Due to the site’s topography, the basins are located predominantly adjacent to
Hall Brook.
4.3.6

Illustrative Masterplan

An Illustrative Masterplan for the proposed development has been prepared to demonstrate
how the development parameters could be delivered.
The Illustrative Masterplan is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.4

Development informing the Cumulative Assessment

As explained in Section 2.7, the cumulative impact assessment includes consideration of the
wider Keresley SUE which includes permission OUT/2014/2282.
4.4.1

Keresley SUE

The Keresley SUE is identified in Policy H2 of the Coventry Local Plan for the following:


Up to 3,100 residential dwellings;



Retail space within local centres.



Part of a distributor link road connecting Long Lane and Winding House Lane which is to
be fully operational prior to the full completion of the SUE.



Surrounding junction improvements as appropriate and identified through a robust TA.



Provision of 1 x 2FE primary school and contributions towards a 8FE secondary school.



Retention of medieval fishponds, ancient woodlands, important (ancient) hedgerows.



Creation of publicly accessible green corridor along the Hall Brook and enhanced
connectivity between the ancient woodlands.
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Protection of Jubilee Woodland.



Inclusion of appropriate screening to existing residential areas.

An Indicative Masterplan for the Keresley SUE is being prepared by CCC and was published
for consultation in summer 2018. The Indicative Masterplan is shown in Figure 4.4 and has
formed the basis of the cumulative assessment.
4.4.2

OUT/2014/2282

An outline planning application by Lioncourt Homes (ref: OUT/2014/2282) was granted
consent in February 2018.
The description of development is:
‘Outline application for the erection of up to 800 dwellings, with associated Local Centre
comprising Convenience Store (Class A1) Retail/Commercial Units (Class A1, A2, A3, A5
and/or D1); a Primary School; Public Open Space (including equipped play area);
allotments; nature conservation area; and landscaping; with all matters reserved except for
means of vehicular access to the site from Tamworth Road and Bennetts Road South’.
An Indicative Masterplan for the development is included in Figure 4.5 and includes the
following:


New residential dwellings, including affordable housing.



A new Local Centre and Primary School at the east of the site, accessed via Bennetts
Road South.



Part of a new distributor road.



Primary and secondary points of access from Tamworth Road



Primary access from Bennetts Road South



Areas of public open space.



New and existing Green Infrastructure.
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The Indicative Masterplan

